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Make a Basic Pant or Skirt 
Cathy Martino 
 
Brief Description of Class: Choose either The Closet Core Pietra Pant, 
Closet Core Fiore Skirt, or Jalie Denyse pattern to make in this class. The 
Pietra Pant has a high waist and elastic at the back waist. It can be made as 
shorts, a slim leg pant, or a wider leg pant. The front pockets are very 
flattering. The Fiore Skirt has three different views. You can make a basic 
A-line skirt with invisible zipper in the back, a button down the front 
version with large pockets, or a diagonal wrap version with one slant 
pocket. The Jalie Denyse pant is a pull on pant in woven fabric with side 
seam pockets and choices of length.The first session will be spent finding 
the correct size, tracing the multisized pattern and discussing prep work. 
The second session will get you started with pockets, seam finishes, 
topstitching options, interfacing and more. The third session will be for any 
fitting adjustments, waistline finishes, and hems.  

SUPPLY LIST  

Pattern:Either Pietra pant, Fiore skirt, or 
Jalie Denyse pant 

Our Part #: 

Tracing paper, pattern ease, or red dot 
tracing material 

 

Ruler and pencil or fine line permanent 
Sharpie for tracing 

 

Fabrics as required for chosen garment. 
Listed on the back of pattern. Be sure to 
check the width of your fabric to ensure 
the correct amount. 

 

Interfacing, I recommend Shapeflex 
SF101 

 

Notions as listed for your chosen project, 
store staff can help, this includes elastic 

 

Thread for piecing and topstitching if it 
applies. 

 

Pins, scissors, seam ripper, a safety pin if 
using elastic, fabric marker 

 

Sewing Machine: Please Bring machine to class in good working order, bring full 
accessories & manual for machine. You will not need it for the first class. 
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*Homework prior to class (if applicable):Prewash your fabric in the same way that 
you will launder the completed garment. 
 
If you have any questions please contact me:. Cathy Martino      
cathym@snipandstitch.com 
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